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Led by the DLR Institute for Atmospheric Physics, several DLR institutes in Stuttgart and Cologne studied effects of aircraft soot emissions and aviation-induced contrails on climate in concert with partners from the Helmholtz Society (HGF) and from universities and industry. The complex issues have been tackled on the one hand with laboratory and aircraft-based measurements as well as investigations using the high pressure combustion test rig (HBK-S). On the other hand, the formation of soot from fuel combustion and the evolution of climate have been studied by means of comprehensive numerical simulations using the DLR-Theta and ECHAM4/DLR codes, respectively.

The present report recalls the structure and major milestones and summarizes and assesses the main results of the project. New developments emerging from the project work are outlined. A list of references demonstrates the international visibility of the project in the atmospheric and soot-related research communities.
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Cover picture:

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infra-Red Imager (SEVIRI) geostationary satellite observation of a regional-scale contrail cirrus cluster and, possibly, aircraft soot-induced cirrus over Spain. The false color picture has been taken on May 28, 2004. The MSG-SEVIRI radiometer has a repetition rate of 15 min and an approximate horizontal resolution of 3 x 4 km$^2$ per pixel. Red and green is composed by the visible (0.6 μm) and near infrared (0.8 μm) channels, blue results from the thermal infrared at (10.8 μm). Similar scenes are seen at times in satellite observations. Figure courtesy of Hermann Mannstein, DLR-IPA.
Foreword

Known as an active research area since the 1970s, when concerns were raised about the impact of a fleet of supersonic aircraft on stratospheric ozone, aviation-induced climate change is becoming an internationally recognized issue also within political bodies representing aviation industry and governments. Groups such as ICAO/CAEP or FAA urgently seek professional advice on how the existing state of scientific knowledge and practical applications on climate impacts of aviation may be used to inform policy decisions. Among all impacts of aircraft operations in the atmosphere, the impact on high cloudiness through the formation of contrail cirrus and soot-induced modifications of cirrus clouds is the most uncertain component and is debated most controversially.

In its second funding phase 2004-2007, the DLR-project PAZI-2 studied the interactions between aerosol particles, in particular soot emissions from aircraft jet engines, radiation and cirrus clouds in view of a possible influence of aviation on cloudiness and climate. Because of this focus, PAZI-2 supported DLR to extend its lead in the international scientific community within this area of research. The high standard of atmospheric research carried out at the DLR Institute for Atmospheric Physics (IPA), to which PAZI-2 has significantly contributed, has recently been confirmed by a panel of experts.

Under the lead of IPA, PAZI-2 has been carried out jointly with DLR-institutes in Stuttgart and Cologne, the Helmholtz Research Center Karlsruhe, and several national and international partners. Research issues focusing on contrail and soot effects on cirrus clouds and climate have been tackled with laboratory and airborne measurements at the Stuttgart high pressure combustion chamber test rig HBK-S, with the DLR-FALCON aircraft, a suite of model activities ranging from combustion models simulating soot formation with the DLR-THETA code to global models assessing climatic effects with the ECHAM code, and with remote sensing from space.

The main results of PAZI-2 are summarized and assessed in this final report. A summary of the findings from the first project phase (PAZI-1, 2000-2003) is available as a DLR Report (DLR FB 2003-18). The presentation here is guided by scientific themes rather than by the formal project structure reflecting the work packages. A list of publications that evolved from PAZI-2 is provided in the Appendix. More results will be published throughout 2008. Furthermore, annual interim project reports are available that summarize the progress made by each individual working group. This supplementary material is available via the internet.

Special thanks go to our external partners for their interest in this topic and for sharing results. I would like to mention the Aerosol Group at Karlsruhe in particular because of their dedicated contributions within the project that enabled a fruitful cooperation with IPA. This cooperation has been carried over to the Helmholtz-Society (HGF) Virtual Institute “Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction” led by FZK.
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1 Structure and organization of the project

1.1 Work packages

Major work packages (HAP), work packages (AP) and their leads, associated project partners and programmatic responsibility of the project are summarized in the chart below:
### 1.2 Major goals

Major milestones (HMS) of the project have been defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMS</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMS 1</td>
<td>Soot oxidation measurements completed and existing models describing soot formation improved and validated</td>
<td>December 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 2</td>
<td>4D soot emission inventory available</td>
<td>June 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 3</td>
<td>Measurement campaigns (HBK-S and jet engines) performed and 3D simulations incl. soot formation validated</td>
<td>December 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 4</td>
<td>Airborne campaign CIRCLE-1 completed and ice nucleation properties of aerosol particles determined</td>
<td>October 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 5</td>
<td>Airborne campaign CIRCLE-2 completed, climatically important parameters of cirrus determined and remote sensing methods validated</td>
<td>October 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 6</td>
<td>First estimate of the indirect effect of soot from aviation sources on cirrus clouds</td>
<td>December 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 7</td>
<td>Aerosol-Cirrus module in ECHAM implemented and validated</td>
<td>December 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 8</td>
<td>Ice nucleation parameterization including homogeneous and heterogeneous processes ready for use in ECHAM</td>
<td>June 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS 9</td>
<td>Aircraft-induced changes in cloudiness and associated climate change quantified</td>
<td>December 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HMS 1**: A new soot oxidation reactor has been constructed and a large number of soot oxidation experiments have been performed. Additionally, a second reactor with an improved design (several side branches) is used in 2008 because the results obtained in PAZI-2 have been very promising. Large sets of experimental data concerning different parameters influencing soot oxidation are now available. These data are used to control and improve the detailed soot model.

**HMS 2**: The DLR emission inventory tool has been successfully improved. New representative aircraft-engine combinations have been defined which for the first time are representative in terms of fuel flow, NOx emissions and soot emissions. Due to unforeseen difficulties of data supply, no inventory could be produced to date, but data acquisition has now successfully been finished and inventory production will start soon. To overcome these difficulties an additional tool has been created to produce waypoint data on a statistical basis, where only OAG data is available. Improving the soot correlation method on the basis of measurement data (HMS 3) was not possible up to now, because of delays of the measurements schedule. The data are now available and due to the delayed emission inventory calculation, it is still possible to include results of the improved soot correlation in the inventory process.

**HMS 3**: A new combustion chamber with optical access has been constructed, built and investigated at the HBK-S. Thermoacoustic oscillations occurred unexpectedly during the first tests which required additional investigations and techniques for their reduction. This caused a delay of the experiments and the modified combustor has been investigated in 2007. These investigations are completed. Several measurement campaigns using real combustors or engines have been performed and analyzed. They include measurements behind small planes
(Robin and Piper), Citation Jets from the Swiss Air Force, a Rolls-Royce Combustor and a Turbomeca helicopter engine. The development, investigation and validation of a new soot model and PDF (probability density function) approach for simulations of aeroengine combustors has been completed as planned. Due to the complexity of chemistry and fluid flow in real engines this work has to be carried on to achieve more reliable 3D predictions.

**HMS 4:** The CIRCLE-1 campaign was carried out with a changed focus. CIRCLE-1 was organized by the PAZI-2 team at DLR-IPA jointly with the LAUNCH experiment carried out by the German Weather Service (DWD). Measurements of contrails and relative humidity have been performed. The team gained significant experience in the current ability to forecast contrail occurrence and persistence, important for air traffic management operations aiming at contrail mitigation. In addition, ice nucleation measurements involving a variety of soot particles have been carried out in the Karlsruhe aerosol chamber AIDA by the external project partner IMK-AAF.

**HMS 5:** The start of the CIRCLE-2 campaign was delayed by more than one year because of the unexpected late launch of CALIPSO (lidar in space). The campaign has been successfully conducted with the French colleagues from CNRS and data are currently being analyzed (first science meeting December 4/5, 2007). Based on data screenings, we expect to make headway in characterizing cirrus with remote sensing methods. In-depth analyses and preparation of research articles in concert with CNRS and the University of Mainz are planned for 2008.

**HMS 6:** Based on preliminary parameterizations delivered to the global modelers, a first estimate of the indirect effect of soot from aircraft engines on cirrus clouds has been performed. Cirrus modifications by aviation soot are possible but uncertain in magnitude and sign. The results are preliminary because competition between solid and liquid particles during cirrus formation was not yet included. Global simulations with a unified ice nucleation parameterization are currently being performed and these results will lead to a refinement of possible cirrus changes early 2008.

**HMS 7:** As a prerequisite to drive the unified ice nucleation scheme (see HMS 8), an aerosol-cirrus module has been implemented, allowing for the separate prognostic treatment of multiple ice modes originating from different aerosol sources. The modified cloud microphysical module in ECHAM has technically matured, but validation is difficult owing to a lack of data sources and is considered an ongoing process. Several research issues have been identified that need to be studied in future work.

**HMS 8:** A unified ice nucleation parameterization scheme including homogeneous and heterogeneous processes has been designed and completed as planned. More work than estimated was necessary to implement that scheme into the ECHAM climate model. The model system has been thoroughly tested and produces stable results (see HMS 6).

**HMS 9:** The PAZI-team decided during its mid-term meeting to alter the work plan and place additional emphasis on contrail climate impact. It was decided to develop a radically new concept and represent contrail cirrus as an individual cloud type in ECHAM. The updated cloud scheme is able to prognose contrail coverage and ice water content consistent with the sub-grid scale formulation of relative humidity and allows the simulation of the whole life cycle of contrail cirrus for the first time. First results on contrail-induced changes in cirrus cloudiness have become available. Improvement of optical properties of contrail cirrus to simulate their radiative forcing and quantification of the associated climate change is subject to ongoing work.
2 Discussion of achievements

2.1 General remarks

The PAZI-2 webpage http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/pazi/ contains general information on the project goals and includes links to download the original proposal, a mid-term summary report, progress report sheets for all work packages, a list of publications arisen from this project and viewgraphs prepared by the project PI summarizing the annual project meetings.

Many project results have been communicated in numerous scientific conferences and workshops. Meetings with a broader scope to which members of the PAZI-2 team provided input include:

- ETH-Conference on Combustion Generated Nanoparticles, 2004, Zurich, Switzerland.
- IGAC-NOAA-NASA Specialty Conference on Indirect Effects of Aerosols on Climate, 2005, Manchester, UK.
- 24th Annual AAAR Conference, 2005, Austin, U.S.A.
- International Conference on Transportation, Atmosphere and Climate (TAC), 2006, Oxford, UK.
- Workshop on the Impacts of Aviation on Climate Change, 2006, Boston, U.S.A.
- ECMWF Workshop on Parametrization of Clouds in Large-Scale Models, 2006, Reading, UK.
- AGU Fall Meeting, 2006, San Francisco, U.S.A.
2.2 Project highlights and assessment of results

First 3D simulations of the PAZI-2 combustor

Figure 1 Simulated distribution of temperature (left panel) and soot volume fraction (right panel) in the PAZI-2 combustor with secondary air injection.

The simulations are based on a reduced kinetic scheme for kerosene (60% n-decane, 28% iso-octane, 12% toluol) which consists out of 72 species und 150 reactions. Soot is modelled by a sectional approach for the PAHs and transport equations for soot particle number density and soot volume fraction. To take turbulence chemistry interaction into account a multivariate assumed PDF approach is employed. Figure 1 shows calculated temperature and soot distributions. The flow is entering through a double swirler nozzle on the left side which is completely discretized. The figures show results in the symmetry and the exit plane as well as the computational grid. The simulation is performed according to an experiment with 10 bar combustor pressure. Secondary air is injected through holes in the upper and lower walls which strongly decreases the temperature and soot concentrations at the combustor exit. In the present simulation the fuel is injected in gaseous form. The results will be further analyzed and compared with the experimental data.

Figure 2 Measured particle number concentrations (left panel) and mean particle diameters (right panel) for left and right engines at different power settings.
Measurements at real engines quantify particle properties at emission

A number of campaigns have been performed by VT where the exhaust gases and particles (particle number density and size distribution) have been measured behind combustors and real engines. One such campaign employed a Cessna Citation aircraft at the airport in Bern which has been performed in cooperation with the “Bundesamt für Zivilluftfahrt der Schweiz”. In this case the engine was a Pratt & Whitney PW 545 A with a bypass ratio of 3.5. Besides CO₂, CO, NO, measurements, an EEPS is used to determine soot particle size distributions. Figure 2 shows measured particle number concentrations and mean particle diameters at different power settings.

Figure 3 Soot oxidation reactor schematic (left panel) and measured soot particle size distribution (right panel) after different times at different spatial positions.

Soot oxidation reactor available for validation of detailed soot models

A new soot oxidation reactor has been constructed with improved a design. The new reactor with multiple side branches (see Fig. 3) offers the opportunity to perform the experiments by varying only one parameter. In the new reactor, the intermediate side branches give the chance to collect soot samples from the reactor at different reaction time points and hence without the need to change the gas flow. Soot particle oxidation experiments were conducted from room temperature till 1200 K with different reaction media and different mean particle diameters (20 nm and 28 nm). Soot oxidation was observed to start at 1000 K with a strong increase in oxidation rate with increasing temperature. Figure 3 (right panel) shows particle size distributions after different oxidation times. As expected the mean particle size and the particle number decreases with increasing oxidation time. From such experiments parameter for soot reaction rates are extracted, enabling significant progress in basic research relevant to soot emissions.

First HBK-S experiments at the PAZl-2 combustion chamber

The newly developed PAZl-2 combustor with optical access has been investigated at the high pressure test rig HBK-S in Stuttgart. This test facility is able to reproduce conditions at the combustor inlet which agree to those of real engines. Besides probe measurements at the combustor exit, Laser measurement techniques have been used inside the combustor to obtain information on soot formation and oxidation. The combustor uses kerosene and a dou-
ble swirler nozzle at the inlet. Moreover, secondary air may be injected as in real engines in order to reduce the exit temperature and the amount of soot produced in the fuel rich reaction zones. Laser induced incandescence (LII) is used for 2D-measurements of soot volume fraction. Moreover, CARS has been used for temperature measurements at least under conditions with low soot production. Figure 4 shows measured soot volume fractions in the combustor at different pressures (10 and 5 bar). The flow is directed from left to right. Soot production strongly increases with increasing pressure. On the other hand, soot oxidation caused by secondary air injection (from top and bottom after ~2/3 of the combustor length) is very effective and most of the soot particles are oxidized before reaching the combustor outlet.

The influence of pressure, mass flow and stoichiometric ratio on soot oxidation has also been investigated. For two sets of flow conditions, temperature measurements have been performed. 1200 single shots have been performed at any single position which allowed us to investigate temperature PDF structures. Figure 5 shows statistics of these temperature measurements for two positions on the combustor axis (30 and 55 mm downstream of the injector). Especially the second distribution is far from a Gaussian which is prescribed in the assumed PDF approach of the 3D CFD simulations.
Lightning contribution to NO\textsubscript{x} budget determined more accurately

Past uncertainty in the amount and distribution of lightning-induced nitrogen oxides (LNO\textsubscript{x}) caused at least a factor-of-two uncertainty in assessing the aviation NO\textsubscript{x} impact on midlatitude ozone. LNO\textsubscript{x} is important for NO\textsubscript{x} and ozone budgets globally, since LNO\textsubscript{x} contributes ~70% (~30%) to the tropical upper troposphere NO\textsubscript{x} (O\textsubscript{3}) budget.

Measurements were performed near and inside thunderstorms over tropical continents where lightning activity is largest. Cloud-to-ground and intracloud flashes with peak currents larger than ~1 kA were located in conjunction with Radar and satellite observations with the new ground-based lightning detection system LINET (Figure 6). The related trace gas distribution (NO, NO\textsubscript{y}, O\textsubscript{3}, CO, etc.) was measured with partially new airborne instruments on the Falcon and the Geophysica at up to 20 km altitude near thunderstorms under tropical and subtropical conditions in Brazil (EU-project TROCCINOX), Australia (SCOUT-O3), and Africa (AMMA). The results were analyzed and interpreted using trajectories, and with cloud-scale and global models. An example for the latter is given in Figure 7. Moreover, previous IPA airborne measurements during the EU-project EULINOX (1998) near thunderstorms over Bavaria were analyzed with cloud-resolving models.

We found that the LNO\textsubscript{x} contribution per flash from strongly sheared subtropical and midlatitude storms, and in particular from mesoscale convective systems, is larger than from tropical cases with little vertical wind shear. From an extensive review of these and other results, a "typical" thunderstorm flash was determined to produce 250 mol NO\textsubscript{x} per flash with uncertainty factor 0.13–2.7. Multiplying the flash-specific value with the satellite-derived global flash frequency of 44 s\textsuperscript{-1} gives a global LNO\textsubscript{x} nitrogen mass source rate of 0.6–13 Tg a\textsuperscript{-1}. More accurate estimates may be achieved by fitting the results of high-
resolution global model variants, driven with analyzed meteorological fields, to observations. A fit of model results to TROCCINOX data provides a best-estimate LNOx source of 4.8 Tg a\(^{-1}\) with uncertainty range 2.3–7.3 Tg a\(^{-1}\).

**Figure 7** Measured and modelled NO mixing ratio versus time for TROCCINOX 2004. The total measurement time during the flights F2 (14 Feb) to F13 (7 Mar) is ~30 h. Measured values (dots and line, mean value for a running average over 1200 s), and results for ECHAM with an updraft-based model (UPD, red) and cloud-top-height based model (blue, CTH), both for 5 Tg a\(^{-1}\) LNOx nitrogen source rate.

Future research aims at quantifying the LNOx source and its distribution more accurately. The global ECHAM5/MESSy model will be improved to better represent lightning and LNOx observations; the model parameters will be used to fit the results to the growing number of trace gas and lightning observations from satellite and in-situ measurements in lightning-sensitive regions. Moreover, lightning information will be used for improved weather prediction. A lightning model will be included in COSMOS-DE. We also consider installing a lightning locating sensor on HALO. Finally, we may help EUMETSAT to include a lightning detector on the "Meteosat Third Generation".

**Trapping unifies field data of HNO\(_3\) uptake in cirrus clouds**

A robust knowledge of cirrus cloud effects on the partitioning of NO\(_x\) species is also required to quantify the effect of aviation NO\(_x\) emissions on the ozone balance. Nitric acid (HNO\(_3\)) in cirrus ice crystals has been measured, mostly by IPA, in the last decade during airborne campaigns at latitudes 53°S–68°N. These data have been compiled and presented as HNO\(_3\)/H\(_2\)O molar ratios in ice (Figure 8). The molar ratios in ice exhibit a clear upward trend with decreasing temperature and are explained by a novel model describing dissolution of HNO\(_3\) in liquid aerosol particles serving as freezing nuclei and subsequent trapping of HNO\(_3\) during ice crystal growth.
The trapping model generalizes previous uptake concepts employing equilibrium adsorption isotherms by adding ice growth. This model is more adequate to describe the formation of HNO$_3$/H$_2$O cirrus ice particles owing to the dynamic nature of ice crystal growth. Efficient trapping occurs via diffusive co-condensation of the ambient HNO$_3$ with H$_2$O below ~203 K, because of long residence times of HNO$_3$ molecules at the ice surface. This opens the possibility for HNO$_3$-induced modifications of processes affecting ice growth. At warmer temperatures, molecular processes in the ice surface layer cause an increasingly rapid escape of adsorbed HNO$_3$ into the gas phase and render trapping less efficient despite faster ice growth rates.

Interpretation of data below 200 K is challenging due to unresolved issues such as the cause of persistent in-cloud supersaturation, or the presence of nitric acid trihydrate particles. Some data sets suggest high pressure saturation effects for HNO$_3$, which should be included in future work. A final goal will be the development of a simple new parameterization of HNO$_3$ uptake for use in global chemical models.

**Measuring particles in aircraft exhaust: Towards harmonizing applied methods**

On request of ICAO and EASA, the SAE International Committee E-31 on Aircraft Exhaust Emissions Measurement works towards harmonized measurements used in the aeronautical industry. Recently, the key focus is on particulate matter.

A summary on methods for the measurement of non-volatile, soot-containing particles is now available as Aerospace Information Report (AIR) "Non-volatile Exhaust Particle Measurement Techniques" (SAE AIR 5892, 2004). This AIR will form the basis for an Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) as part of engine certification procedures. The ARPs for particle mass, particle number, and sampling are under development and will be published in the near future. The new methods will have a strong impact on the evaluation of new aircraft engines with respect to their soot particle emission characteristics. The underlying metrics are developed in collaboration with the climate research community.
ECHAM climate model coupled to comprehensive aerosol module MADE

The climate model ECHAM has been coupled with the aerosol microphysics module MADE. This enables detailed simulations of the global aerosol. While previous model versions were restricted to simulations of the aerosol mass cycles, the new model system also provides information about aerosol number concentration, size distribution (in a modal approach), and particle composition. The applicability of the new model system has successfully been demonstrated by detailed comparisons with aerosol observations. Upcoming aerosol mass spectrometers such as the AMS employed by the University of Mainz during PAZI-1 will deliver more data on the chemical composition of the tropospheric aerosol in future airborne campaigns.

An model climatology of the global aerosol has been simulated, see Figure 9. The model results have been compared to the results of other global aerosol models as well as satellite data within the international AeroCom project. The latest ECHAM/MADE version includes full coupling of aerosols to a comprehensive chemistry module as well as to the climate model’s radiation and cloud microphysics schemes. It is currently used to investigate the impact of ship emissions on aerosols and clouds. The model system will be applied for advanced simulations of effects of black carbon emissions on cirrus clouds.

More accurate SO₂ and black carbon data available for model evaluation

Extended measurements of tropospheric sulfur dioxide (SO₂) were performed at midlatitudes and in the tropics using the new fast-response aircraft-borne ion trap CIMS instrument. Averaged vertical SO₂ profiles are depicted in Figure 10 for Falcon flights performed in western Europe during INTEX-B in 2006, in southern Brazil during TROCCINOX/PAZI-2 in 2005, in northern Australia during SCOUT in 2005, and in West Africa during AMMA in 2006. Interestingly, higher median SO₂ mixing ratios have been observed in the free troposphere during the flights in the tropics compared with midlatitudes. Also, more variations were found for the tropical profiles as indicated by the 10 and 90% percentiles. First comparisons of the median SO₂ profiles with corresponding profiles from the ECHAM/MADE model have been performed, indicating significantly lower SO₂ mixing ratios in the free troposphere for the model profiles compared to the observations for all locations. This is a motivation to search for possible causes of this discrepancy and to ultimately improve the model.
Colleagues from NOAA ESRL performed airborne measurements of midlatitude black carbon using laser-induced incandescence to quantify the BC mass in single aerosol particles with sizes > 0.15 μm. Vertical profiles of BC mass taken over Houston, TX, are shown in Figure 11 with ECHAM/MADE simulations.

While the agreement between ECHAM and observations are relatively poor in the lower stratosphere, the model compares very favourably in the troposphere, especially in regions near the tropopause, where air traffic maximizes. This result is promising and builds confidence in the proper treatment of black carbon sources (including aviation) and sinks in ECHAM to study soot effects on cirrus formation, but more in-situ data are required for a substantial model evaluation.

Comprehensive cirrus study sheds new light on aerosol-induced cirrus changes

The APSC microphysical aerosol-cirrus model has been employed to simulate cirrus clouds along a seasonal set of ECMWF trajectories at northern midlatitudes. The model has been constrained by in-situ observations in terms of aerosol size distributions, freezing relative humidities, cooling rates, and ice particle sedimentation rates. Key features include competition between insoluble and volatile aerosol particles and temperature perturbations induced by high-frequency gravity waves unresolved by the ECMWF fields. Recent analyses at IPA of field measurements have revealed the crucial roles both factors play in cirrus formation.

We have shown that most cirrus form in synoptic cold pools, but with microphysical properties determined by small-scale variability in vertical velocities. Heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN)
present in concentrations probably typical of northern midlatitude background conditions (< 0.01-0.03 cm$^{-3}$) significantly modify cirrus properties but do not control their formation. The key effect of IN is a reduction of the number of cirrus ice crystals.

This indirect aerosol effect results in reduced cirrus albedo due to increased effective radii and decreased ice water contents. Further, it causes nonlinear changes of cirrus occurrence, optical extinction (Figure 12), and sub-visible cloud fraction. The nonlinear dependence of the three latter quantities appears when IN concentrations rise well above $\sim 0.01$ cm$^{-3}$. Then, IN become the controlling factor in cirrus formation and the role of homogeneous freezing diminishes. Ice nuclei effective near ice saturation are capable of introducing strong changes of cirrus properties at low concentrations. Optically thin cirrus is particularly susceptible to IN: the presence of only 0.001 IN per cm$^3$ of air can significantly increase their occurrence frequencies. If such clouds predominantly form on such IN, they might well be affected by anthropogenic activities including aviation.

These results provide valuable insights into cirrus modifications caused by IN. For instance, they suggest that aircraft soot-induced changes in cirrus optical properties may stay rather small unless these soot particles are very potent IN. Instead, changes in thin cloud occurrence could be more important in altering radiative forcing. However, changes in upper tropospheric cooling rates and ice-forming aerosols from sources other than aviation in a future climate may induce comparable changes in cirrus occurrence. The question of how much aircraft soot emissions contribute to cirrus changes is still open, but within PAZI-2 IPA has contributed much to enable such studies with future global model configurations (see below).

Large uncertainty in soot-induced cirrus changes

While dispersing in the atmosphere, soot emissions can change the number of cirrus ice crystals, and thereby cloud radiative properties, by acting as ice nuclei (IN). The efficiency of aircraft soot to alter natural high cloudiness depends on their ice-forming ability relative to particles from other anthropogenic and natural sources, which is poorly known.

Figure 13 contains a compilation of currently available ice nucleation data for soot particles from different sources. For example, measurements carried out at FZK during PAZI-2 showed that soot particles from a spark generator (label GS) form ice very easily. However, it is questionable if this applies to jet exhaust soot at cruising altitudes. Ice nucleation behaviour appears to be strongly source-dependent.
In fact, the main problem associated with assessing the role of soot-induced cirrus is our poor knowledge of the ice nucleation behavior of soot-containing particles, regardless of their source. In-situ ice nucleation measurements of jet exhaust soot particles are not available, and current laboratory evidence is inconclusive, in part because most studies employed soot samples of unknown atmospheric relevance. As a consequence, global model studies can only provide preliminary parametric studies exploring possible uncertainties of soot-induced changes in cirrus properties.

By means of IPAs comprehensive microphysical-chemical plume model developed during PAZI-2, two principal scenarios for the indirect aircraft soot effect on cirrus have been suggested: high concentrations of original soot emissions slightly increase the number of ice crystals; low concentrations of particles originating from coagulation of emitted soot with background aerosols lead to a significant reduction in ice crystal number. Ultimately, dedicated field measurements are required to unravel the soot effects and decide which of the two scenarios might actually be realized. Laboratory studies need to be continued systematically to achieve a fundamental understanding of heterogeneous ice nucleation processes and to investigate possible preactivation effects induced by short-lived contrails.

Climate model explores possible range of effects of soot emissions on cirrus

Despite current limitations to draw definite conclusions about the role of soot in atmospheric ice formation, a first explorative study has been carried out with ECHAM. Two extreme cirrus formation scenarios were considered, leading to the possible effects of soot emissions on the ice crystal number concentration (ICNC) as shown in Figure 14.
Aviation was found to cause an increase or decrease in ICNC, depending on whether cirrus formation without aviation emissions is assumed to be dominated by soot and mineral dust particles (a) or by liquid particles (b).

These scenarios demonstrate that cirrus modifications by aviation are possible. Calculated annual mean changes $\Delta$(ICNC) caused by soot emissions are 10–60%, yielding slight changes in ice crystal sizes. The results are preliminary because competition between solid and liquid particles during cirrus formation is not yet included in the model.

Climate model parameterization allows effects of IN on cirrus clouds to be studied

IPA has systematically developed simple yet accurate parameterizations of cirrus formation for single nucleation modes acting in isolation. Those schemes have been implemented into the ECHAM4 climate model, resulting in a preliminary global assessment of possible effects of ice nuclei in the atmosphere, besides the aviation-related application noted above.

Recently, the full scheme has been finalized, tracking the number density and size of nucleated ice crystals as a function of vertical wind speed, temperature, ice saturation ratio, aerosol number size distributions, and preexisting cloud ice. As a major step forward, it allows for competition between heterogeneous IN and liquid aerosol particles during freezing (Figure 15).

The total number of ice crystals formed depends on the IN concentration for any given updraft speed and temperature. In the plateau regions visible in Figure 3.10, ice crystal number decreases substantially when IN are added, because IN decrease the peak supersaturation and fewer liquid droplets freeze relative to pure homogeneous freezing (gray curve). This effect is also visible in more detailed cirrus simulations and has been termed negative Twomey effect because of the apparent contrast to the traditional Twomey effect in warm clouds (adding CCN serves to increase cloud droplet number there). In-situ observations of midlatitude cirrus and satellite observations of polluted aerosol and ice cloud properties over the Indian Ocean lend support for the existence of the negative Twomey effect.

The novel scheme establishes a flexible microphysical framework for a comprehensive assessment of indirect aerosol effects on and properties of cirrus in global climate, chemistry transport, and weather forecast models. It is currently being implemented into ECHAM4 and thoroughly tested and will be employed in future aviation studies aiming at bracketing the potential soot effects on cirrus clouds.
Figure 15 Total number concentration of ice crystals formed in a cooling air parcel as a function of the vertical velocity for an initial temperature of 230 K (curves: parameterization; symbols: numerical simulations). The total number concentrations of heterogeneous ice nuclei activating ice at 130% relative humidity over ice are indicated in the legend. The thick gray curve represents pure homogeneous freezing.

Figure 16 Difference in zonal mean relative humidity between experiments with the ECMWF integrated forecast system using the new supersaturation scheme and the control (shaded contours), and the zonal mean relative humidity in the control forecast (line contours with 5% intervals) based on 7-member 12-month averages.
Disparate water uptake explains poor partitioning of organics into ice phase

Many recent measurements of ice supersaturations near the homogeneous freezing levels (above 50%) have underscored the importance of this ice formation pathway in cirrus conditions. A modeling study was conducted with the APSC model to investigate the effects of organic solutes on the homogeneous freezing behavior of liquid aerosols.

A disparate water uptake and resulting size differences that occur between organic and inorganic particles prior to freezing has been identified as the most likely reason for the poor partitioning of organic aerosols into the ice phase as observed in field measurements. The differences in water uptake can be caused by changes in the relationship between solute mass fraction and water activity of the supercooled liquid phase, by modifications of the mass accommodation coefficient for water molecules, or by a combination thereof. These findings facilitate the treatment of organic particles in the parameterization scheme for cirrus cloud formation used in the ECHAM climate model.

Numerical weather prediction at ECMWF includes ice supersaturation

Cirrus clouds need ice supersaturation to form and develop. Most global models do not represent supersaturated states explicitly, but use assumptions about the subgrid scale variability of water substance to describe such states. For the first time, ice supersaturation in the upper troposphere is explicitly represented in a weather prediction model, the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System, in reasonable agreement with available observations. IPA contributed substantially to this development.

The new feature has significant influence on practical applications of meteorology. Apart from an improved representation of cirrus cloudiness and upper tropospheric humidity in the ECMWF model (Figure 16), the new feature will also be useful for persistent contrail prediction. IPA will devote substantial future work to study the potential to find the best environmentally compatible routes for intercontinental flights based on this novel analysis and prediction tool.

MOZAIC data analyzed in search of total water and temperature fluctuations

To compute cloud formation and coverage, large-scale atmospheric models for weather or climate prediction generally need to make assumptions on the probability density function of fluctuations of total water and temperature with respect to their grid mean values. These distribution functions are rarely checked against actual fluctuation data, which are difficult to obtain experimentally.

To provide such data, IPA has used MOZAIC data from 1995-2003 to analyze the statistics of instantaneous fluctuations of temperature, relative and absolute humidity with various spatial resolutions. Probability density functions and their low order moments have been determined, as well as their seasonal and geographical variations. Bivariate distributions of joint fluctuations of temperature and relative humidity have been derived as well. Especially for upper tropospheric conditions it was shown that temperature fluctuations cannot be neglected; instead, bivariate distributions of simultaneous fluctuations of temperature and humidity have to be taken into account. These investigations provide an observational basis for the validation of statistical cloud schemes for large-scale models.
CIRCLE-1: Distinguishing cirrus and contrail optical and microphysical properties

Microphysical and optical properties of linear contrails and cirrus clouds have been measured with colleagues from LaMP during the first PAZI-2 field campaign "Cirrus Cloud Experiment" (CIRCLE-1). It was performed during the international 'Lindenberg Campaign for Assessment of Humidity and Cloud Profiling Systems' (LAUNCH) organized by DWD.

For flight planning during CIRCLE-1, model forecasts available at IPA have been significantly improved. Based on ECMWF data fields, a first step was taken to develop a prediction tool for regions where contrail formation and persistence of contrails are to be expected. Enhancing the skill of regional contrail forecasts will be subject of further research at IPA.

During CIRCLE-1 measurements of the particle size distribution of interstitial non-volatile (mostly soot) particles in fresh contrails have been performed for the first time using a diffusion battery and inversion technique. It was found that the shape of the non-volatile particle size distribution agrees with previous emission measurements taking dilution into account.

Table 1 Table of contrail and cirrus properties measured with the Falcon during the PAZI-2/CIRCLE-1 experiment in similar meteorological conditions at ~12 km altitude. Number concentration, effective ice crystal diameter, visible extinction coefficient and asymmetry factor are abbreviated by n, \( D_{e_{\text{a}}} \), \( \beta \) and \( g \), respectively, IWC denotes ice water content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>age (min)</th>
<th>T (K)</th>
<th>RHl</th>
<th>n(&gt;1(\mu)m) (cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>n(&gt;3(\mu)m) (cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>n(&gt;25(\mu)m) (cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>( D_{e_{\text{a}}} ) ((\mu)m)</th>
<th>IWC (mg/m(^2))</th>
<th>( \beta_{\text{eff}} ) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contrail</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contrail</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cirrus</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 summarizes key results obtained for young and aged linear contrails and cirrus probed during CIRCLE-1. These observations revealed that: contrails younger than ~15-20 min contain more and smaller ice crystals, and visible extinction is larger than in nearby cirrus; the ice crystal size distributions lack a large particle mode that appears in many cirrus, and ice water content of such contrails tends to be smaller by a factor 2 than for cirrus. While this helps evaluate parameterizations for optical properties, there is an apparent lack of such data for contrail cirrus.

CIRCLE-2: A joint DLR/CNES cirrus cloud field campaign

Designed and carried out during May 2007 under the PAZI-2 umbrella in close cooperation with French colleagues, CIRCLE-2 aimed at an extensive characterization of optical and radiative properties of natural and anthropogenically influenced cirrus clouds at midlatitudes to ultimately improve the parameterization of these properties in mesoscale and large-scale models. Cloud-radiation interactions were studied with the German and French Falcons at the scales of the cloud system and internal cloud structure. Besides a suite of cloud probes, the RALI (combined Radar/Lidar) was employed for advanced cloud probing. CIRCLE-2 contributes to the A-train (especially CALIPSO and CloudSat) level 2 product

![Figure 17 MSG false color composite for 23 May 2007, at 1330 UTC. Shown are the Falcon flight path (1215–1512 UTC, red) and the coincident Calipso overpass (1338 UTC, blue).](image-url)
validation, e.g., by investigating the issue of multiple scattering effects, and addresses validation of MSG cirrus retrievals developed at IPA. As an example for a coordinated measurement, the Falcon flight path between ~12:15 and 15:12 UTC (red) is shown in Figure 17 along with the coincident CALIPSO overpass track (~13:38 UTC, blue) on the MSG2-SEVIRI false color composite taken during CIRCLE-2, comprising France, the UK and Northern Spain. The latter region is covered by an extended cirrus cloud (bluish) on top of and above water clouds. This scene is particularly well suited for CALIPSO validation.

**Low efficacy of contrails in forcing surface temperature**

Observation-based studies performed in the USA during recent years suggested a dominating impact of aviation and contrails on surface temperature trends over the USA and of a reducing contrail impact larger than 1 K on local surface diurnal temperature range. We found such claims to be unconvincing as they lack the required conceptual and statistical backing: A decadal climate sensitivity simulation involving a contrail radiative forcing of ~0.2 W/m² (artificially enhanced to mimic all aviation-induced cirrus) showed that the efficacy of contrails in forcing a surface temperature response might be smaller rather than larger in comparison to other forcing types like CO₂. The same simulation provides no evidence of any significant change in diurnal temperature range.

**Updated estimates of radiative forcing of line shaped contrails**

The IPCC (1999) estimate of global radiative forcing (RF) caused by aircraft-induced perturbations in the year 1992 has been updated based on results from the EU-project TRADEOFF (Figure 18). The total RF from aviation for 2000 is similar to 1992, because a reduced forcing for linear contrails compensates an increase caused by increased air traffic.

![Aircraft RF](image)

**Figure 18** Radiative forcing from aviation for 1992 and 2000 based on IPCC and TRADEOFF results. Whiskers denote 2/3 confidence intervals. The total does not include contributions from contrail cirrus and soot-induced cirrus, for which only ranges have been suggested.
The estimate of ice cloud RF is sensitive to the assumptions of optical depth, a variable that is roughly estimated from satellite data and model estimates. The downscaling of linear contrail RF is a direct consequence of the optical depth which is now estimated smaller than in IPCC (1999). This scaling is still uncertain. For example, it does only crudely account for seasonal and geographical variations.

Contrail avoidance: A possible option to mitigate aviation climate impact

Given a large share of contrails and contrail-induced cirrus in total aviation-induced radiative forcing, strategies are needed for avoiding contrail formation or mitigating the problem in order to reduce the impact of air traffic emissions on global warming. The ECATS network of excellence led by IPA provided a review of various strategies for contrail avoidance, covering both technical (addressing changes in engine technology) and operational (tied to air traffic management) options. A technical option includes the question whether fuel additives could be used to suppress contrails. We could show, by reanalysing a number of flight experiments using kerosene with varying sulphur content, that it is extremely difficult to affect the thermodynamically controlled contrail onset conditions with fuel additives. It was concluded that fuel additives are not a viable contrail mitigation option. However, it was noted that fuel additives might serve to change contrail optical and microphysical properties which could render them less detrimental for the climate.

Shifting of flight levels potentially reduces contrail radiative forcing

IPA also addressed possible operational measures to avoid persistent contrail formation. By analyzing one year of high resolution research radiosonde data over Lindenberg, Berlin, it was found that relatively small changes in flight level can avoid a substantial fraction of contrails due to the shallowness of the ice-supersaturated layers (Figure 19). However, these results may exhibit a significant geographical variability depending on the prevalent synoptic situation and thus warrant further studies.

**Figure 19** Probability distribution of the vertical extent of layers of ice supersaturated air detected over Lindenberg. Thickness at FWHM of these layers is ~400 m.
A prerequisite for a strategy to avoid ice supersaturated regions is the ability of aviation weather forecasts to predict the location of such regions, an emerging field for which IPA paved the way with the updated ECMWF forecast system. Equipping commercial aircraft with humidity probes that are designed especially for use in the upper troposphere (including aircraft meteorological data reporting to weather centres) would allow more accurate predictions of ice-supersaturated regions. As air traffic density is lower during the night, when contrails have a large individual radiative forcing, there is a greater opportunity for redirecting flights out of ice supersaturated regions without dramatically enhancing the work load of air traffic controllers. The adoption of such routing only for aircraft producing the "worst" contrails would help make such a strategy affordable and keep fuel consumption penalties to a minimum. Whether such ideas can be implemented in operational flight routing without compromising safety is currently studied by IPA, Lufthansa and DWD in a joint BMBF project within the German Climate Protection Programme “klimazwei”.

The impact of changing cruise altitudes on contrail coverage and corresponding radiative forcing was estimated in an ECHAM climate model study by means of global aircraft emission scenarios (developed within the EU project TRADEOFF), where cruise altitudes were displaced upward or downward globally by 2000 ft (~610 m) or multiples thereof.

![Figure 20](image)

**Figure 20** Relative changes in global mean radiative forcing by line shaped contrails caused by changes in the mean flight altitude.

Based on the parameterization for line shaped contrails developed at IPA, changes in global mean radiative forcing of these contrails based on the discrete vertical displacements of air traffic are shown in Figure 20. Besides seasonal variations (compare January and July cases), considerable regional differences have been found; both are also noticeable in linear contrail coverage. These results are still uncertain and may underestimate the reduction of RF by flying higher because of a too moist lowermost model stratosphere. Regardless, they underscore the potential for reducing contrail effects by changes in cruise altitude.
Remote sensing reveals regional aviation impact on cirrus cloudiness

Aircraft emissions of water vapor and particles trigger line-shaped contrails. In ice-supersaturated regions, contrails develop into long-lived contrail cirrus and loose their line shape, particularly in regions with large wind shear. The prevalence of high supersaturations with respect to ice in the upper troposphere heightens the importance of contrails in altering radiative forcing.

Satellite-based studies on the correlation between cirrus cloud cover and regional air traffic occurring at the same time have been carried out in PAZI-2. An increase of cirrus cover with air traffic density over Europe was found, see Figure 21. The increase in cirrus cover with traffic density was suggestive to be caused by contrail formation and spreading into contrail cirrus. However, the correlation can also be explained by the regional distribution of the natural cirrus coverage over Europe: Aircraft over Europe not only produce contrail cirrus; they also fly more often in areas with enhanced cirrus coverage. Hence, the result was not conclusive. Further work is ongoing to discriminate between contrail cirrus and natural cirrus.

![Cirrus coverage derived from MSG as a function of air traffic density. Vertical bars depict the 95% statistical confidence level derived for individual air traffic density classes.](image)

**Figure 21** Cirrus coverage derived from MSG as a function of air traffic density. Vertical bars depict the 95% statistical confidence level derived for individual air traffic density classes

**New remote sensing data on coverage by linear contrails**

Within the ESA-DUE project "Contrails" the DLR contrail detection algorithm (CDA) was applied to satellite data of the years 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000 and 2004. For Europe and the North Atlantic (80° W – 50° E, 20° N – 75° N) the coverage by line shaped contrails is estimated from the AVHRR on NOAA-09, -11, -12, -14, -15, -16, and -17 and the ATSR2 and AATSR on ERS-2 and ENVISAT.

A rigorous validation against human interpretation of the satellite images made it possible to correct the data against the false alarm rate and the detection efficiency. Nevertheless, in areas with high air traffic density (Central Europe and US East coast) the coverage by linear contrails is underestimated, because many overlapping contrails are not detected by the algorithm.
Climate model realizes contrail cirrus as an independent cloud type

Until now contrail coverage was simply diagnosed from the atmospheric fields and from air traffic. Contrail coverage was then scaled to agree with observational data for line shaped contrails (those directly observable by satellites) over a specified area assuming the scaling constant to hold also in other areas. Contrails did not interact with the surrounding atmosphere. Figure 22 (top) shows the global annual mean contrail coverage that resulted from simulations with ECHAM using this parameterization.

Within PAZI-2, a process-based parameterization of contrails has been introduced that allows contrails to persist in the atmosphere and develop into contrail cirrus. The parameterization takes into account different processes that affect the contrail coverage and contrail ice water content. Contrails are advected away from the air traffic areas. Spreading due to vertical shear of the horizontal wind can considerably increase the spatial coverage. Contrails can accumulate ice mass due to deposition of water vapor competing with natural cirrus. They loose ice mass due to evaporation and precipitation.

![Figure 22](image1.png) ![Figure 23](image2.png)

**Figure 22** Annual mean global contrail coverage from diagnosed line shaped contrails (top) and from contrails younger than 3 h using a new model version that includes contrail cirrus as an independent cloud type (bottom).

**Figure 23** Annual mean global coverage from contrails younger than ~3 h (top) and all contrails regardless of their age (bottom) obtained from the extended cloud scheme that explicitly simulates contrail cirrus life-cycles. Figures 22 (bottom) and 23 (top) are identical (note the change in color scale).

The temporal evolution of contrail coverage and contrail ice water content can now be simulated similar to the natural clouds and their ice water content. The new scheme allows for a separate evaluation of contrails of different ages. Comparing the contrails that are younger than ~3 hours (Figure 22 bottom) with the so-called line-shaped contrails of the old parameterization (top) it can be seen that the contrail coverage in the areas of maximum air traffic are similar and that due to advection contrail coverage simulated using the new parameterization can also be large away from the main air traffic routes. The main differences appear to be in the tropics where the new parameterization estimates higher contrail coverage than the old parameterization.
Towards global estimates of contrail cirrus coverage

The spreading of contrails past the line shaped stage has not yet been studied in a global model. Therefore past estimates of aviation-induced cirrus had to relay on analysis of cirrus trends in regions with high air traffic density. Previous studies did not conclude on a best estimate of contrail cirrus coverage yet. With the extended ECHAM cloud scheme that includes contrail cirrus as a separate cloud type it is now possible to simulate aged contrails and their optical properties as well as young contrails.

First simulations suggest that contrail cirrus coverage can increase dramatically (Figure 23). Due to the interaction of contrails with the surrounding moisture field and due to the competition of contrails and natural cirrus for condensation, this increase in contrail cirrus is connected with a decrease in natural cirrus coverage. Nevertheless, contrail cirrus affect climate not only due to the additional cloud coverage but also due to the substitution of natural cirrus by contrail cirrus in case contrail cirrus are connected with slightly lower ice water contents and smaller effective radii. This again causes a different optical thickness of contrail cirrus compared to natural cirrus. These results are preliminary and require further validation. These topics will be studied in detail at IPA in the near future.

Processes controlling cirrus clouds and the contrail-to-cirrus transition

A novel 2D/3D aerosol/cirrus microphysical code (LCM) has been set up that is based on the anelastic multiscale flow LES model EULAG. Using this innovative tool that includes Lagrangian ice particle tracking among other features, IPA participates in the most recent international GEWEX GCSS WG2 cirrus model intercomparison study. There, a suite of models are evaluated against a benchmark midlatitude cirrus case that is verified through a comprehensive set of in-situ and remote sensing measurements. The new model system EULAG-LCM will be used to elucidate critical hypotheses in cirrus cloud simulations and in support of field observations such as the planned HALO demonstration mission ML-Cirrus led by IPA.

Figure 24 Schematic illustration of the EULAG-LCM model system (left panel). Ice crystal number concentrations in a cirrus cloud initiated by gravity waves over a mountainous region from 2D LES simulations taken 145 min after the onset of heterogeneous ice nucleation (right panel). The spatial resolution is 50 m in the vertical and 100 m in the horizontal direction. Cloud evolution continues for several hours.

Figure 24 shows first EULAG-LCM ice crystal number concentrations (ICNC) for the 9 March 2000 benchmark case, an extended, long-lived cirrus forced by gravity waves over the Rocky Mountains. The highly resolved LES reveals the fine-scale structure of the in-cloud particle distribution developed at an early stage of cloud evolution. Resolved turbulent motions create regions of enhanced updrafts in the cloud, generating pockets of increased ice supersaturati-
ons. In these regions, the ICNC is larger than in surrounding areas. Making use of the LCM option to simulate different ice nucleation pathways, we were able to show, based on the measured ice water content of the cloud, that heterogeneous nucleation on a limited number of efficient IN is needed to explain the resulting cirrus cloud.

An efficient fluid dynamical model to study the evolution of contrails during the vortex phase has been developed using the LES-code EULAG along with a bulk microphysical scheme designed at IPA. This tool enables the quantification of a wide range of atmospheric and aircraft parameters describing the effects of vortex decay on contrail properties.

Due to adiabatic heating in the sinking vortices, a considerable fraction of ice crystals is lost during the first few minutes of contrail development. Depending on relative humidity over ice (100-120%), only 0.3-30% of the initial number of crystals survive at 222 K at typical cruise altitudes. This may impact the subsequent contrail-to-cirrus transition, as the ice crystal concentration determines the depositional growth rate and consequently controls sedimentation. Currently, simulations of the contrail-to-cirrus transition are carried out (Figure 25). The relevance of parameters such as relative humidity, temperature and wind shear on optical, microphysical and geometric properties of contrail cirrus are investigated.

Reduction of Cryoplane climate impact quantified

Alternative fuels, if produced with low CO₂ emissions and low further environmental impact, may offer another possibility to reduce the aircraft climate impact significantly. One example is the use of liquid hydrogen as a fuel (cryoplane technology), which would reduce aircraft CO₂ emissions to zero. An assessment based on technology transition scenarios developed within the EU-project CRYOPLANE has been made. It includes the effects of all aircraft emission components, for which best estimates of their individual radiative forcing for present-day
conditions exist (CO₂, contrails, NOₓ, and water vapor, but no contrail cirrus or soot-induced cirrus).

In case of a technology switch completed before 2065, and assuming that the required liquid hydrogen can be produced without additional fossil fuel burning, the potential of climate impact reduction is estimated by ~60% in terms of radiative forcing in 2100. Due to the inertia of the climate system, the reduction potential is smaller, about 45%, in terms of surface temperature change in 2100.

Enhancing aviation-induced cloud cover: Aerodynamic contrails

Figure 26 (top) shows a photo of a contrail-producing aircraft. However, the atmosphere was too warm for turbulent jet contrails to form (241 K at 300 hPa). In fact, a colorful, iridescent and laminar cloud sheet originates from the wing surfaces. After ~50 m, this wing-induced aerodynamic contrail is captured by the expanding jet plumes, is mixed over the plume cross sections and begins to appear white.

Compressible fluid dynamics calculations carried out at IPA provided the flow field over the wings. This served as the basis to explain the appearance of aerodynamic contrails via dynamically induced aerosol particle freezing and ice condensation. The sequence of colors in the top figure suggests rapid growth of nearly monodisperse ice particles in the visible size range, consistent with detailed microphysical-optical simulations shown in Figure 26 (bottom).

A simple time-scale analysis reveals that this new contrail type is favoured by high temperatures (> 230 K) that are usually too warm for jet contrails to form. This implies an additional source of aircraft-induced ice particles in the upper troposphere, because contrail formation is now possible across a wider temperature range. Aerodynamic contrail properties and atmospheric relevance will be subject of future studies at IPA.

Figure 26 Airbus A340 aircraft producing an aerodynamic contrail over eastern China (top photo courtesy of pilot and photographer Jeff Well). Bottom figure shows the calculated evolution of optical depth after the first ice crystals have formed. The underlying color sequence is consistent with the observation.
Heterogeneous chemistry in aircraft plumes–high sensitivity on local meteorology

In collaboration with MPI Mainz and ETH Zurich in the framework of a doctoral thesis, an aircraft plume chemistry model has been developed on the basis of two coupled trajectory box models. Boxes describing plume and background processes are coupled by means of a mixing parameterization. Comprehensive gas phase chemistry for the tropopause region including acetone, ethane and their oxidation products is simulated. Heterogeneous halogen, \( \text{N}_2\text{O}_5 \) and \( \text{HO}_x \) chemistry on various types of ambient and aircraft-induced particles is considered, using state-of-the-art solubility-dependent uptake coefficients for liquid-phase reactions. The microphysical scheme allows for coagulation, gas-diffusive particle growth and evaporation.

The chemical evolution from 1 s to 2 d after emission for contrail and non-contrail conditions has been studied in upper tropospheric and lowermost stratospheric conditions. Background conditions, such as relative humidity, local time of emission, and trace gas seasonal abundances have been varied. The results have been expressed in terms of effective emission (EEIs) and perturbation (EPIs) indices for the North Atlantic Flight Corridor. The results, especially for \( \text{NO}_y \) and \( \text{O}_x \), are highly sensitive to the background conditions under which the emissions take place. The difference in EEIs with and without considering plume processes indicates that these processes should not be neglected in parameterizations of plume chemistry in global models.

2.3 Overall summary

Soot effects and ice microphysics

- Improved understanding of soot formation obtained from experimental studies using laboratory-scale flames (process studies) and using the HBK-S under more realistic thermodynamic conditions.
- Development of more reliable simulation techniques for combustion chambers enabling the prognostic treatment of physical properties of jet engine soot particles (THETA-Code).
- Refinement of methods employed to correlate physical properties of soot emissions from jet engines with different operating conditions for representative engines types.
- Substantial progress in parameterizing the aerosol-ice interaction in the climate model ECHAM4 through implementation of a scheme treating both homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation consistently.
- Analysis and synthesis of ice nucleation behavior of soot particles from different sources including aircraft engines highlighted the difficulty to reconcile available laboratory data; it is unclear what makes soot particles efficient ice nucleating agents and whether aviation soot belongs to that category.
- First estimates of potential aircraft soot effects on cirrus with ECHAM4: depending on how background cirrus form, soot may lead to increases or decreases in ice crystal number density provided aircraft soot particles are good ice nuclei.

Trace gas measurements and instrument development

- Newly developed airborne measurement system based on chemical ionization mass spectrometry (ITCIMS) has been employed on the FALCON to derive vertical profiles of \( \text{SO}_2 \) in various locations in support of model validation exercises.
- In-situ measurements of \( \text{NO}_y \) in cirrus clouds have been used to quantify the partitioning of reactive nitrogen: up to 30% \( \text{HNO}_3 \) resides in cirrus ice particles at low temperatures.
Ice supersaturation and modeling of cirrus clouds

- Ability to predict midlatitude cirrus properties from homogeneous ice nucleation has matured based on follow-on studies of this process in the aerosol/cloud chamber AIDA using an expanded set of liquid-containing particle precursors.
- Development and validation of a 2D/3D model system for the small-to-mesoscale Large-Eddy simulation of cirrus clouds using Lagrangian ice particle tracking and interactive aerosol microphysics.
- Analysis of humidity-corrected radiosondes in collaboration with the German Weather Service (DWD) yields insights into the vertical structure of ice supersaturated regions in the upper troposphere at midlatitudes.
- First quantification of moisture and temperature fluctuations along aircraft routes based on nine years of MOZAIC data.
- Implementation of ice supersaturation consistent with a prognostic cloud scheme in the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) integrated forecast system led to improved relative humidity fields available in operational analyses.
- First near hemispheric, process-oriented simulations of aerosol effects on cirrus clouds quantify possible changes of cirrus properties and cirrus coverage due to heterogeneous ice nuclei.
- First thoughts on a statistical cirrus cloud scheme for the ECHAM5 general circulation model aiming at removing the basic inconsistency between resolved ice supersaturation, fractional coverage and ice microphysics.

Contrail cirrus, remote sensing and radiative transfer

- Refinement of the radiative transfer code libRadtran with regard to the calculation of cirrus cloud radiative properties within the entire spectral region covered by MSG.
- New retrieval algorithm for cirrus clouds using MSG and comparison of the ECHAM4 radiation scheme with libRadtran.
- Remote sensing suggests possible correlation between regional air traffic over Europe and cirrus cloudiness, however, methods need to be refined.
- Measurement campaign PAZI-2/LAUNCH informed about properties of young contrails and their predictability with mesoscale and weather forecast models and yielded first perspectives on contrail mitigation.
- Development and validation of a 2D/3D Large-Eddy model system to simulate contrails and their transition into cirrus clouds.
- Introduction of contrail cirrus as a separate cloud type into the cloud scheme of the climate model ECHAM4, enabling for the first time the simulation of the life cycle of persistent contrails.
- First characterization of aerodynamically-induced contrails using a combination of fluid dynamical, microphysical and optical simulation tools.

2.4 New developments initiated by PAZI-2

New condensed soot production mechanism and nano-soot generator available

Because no reduced reaction mechanism for kerosene was obtained from the EU project SiA as originally planned, such a mechanism had to be developed at VT for the 3D combustor simulations. Due to the high computational demands, detailed mechanisms may not be used for complex 3D simulations. The base mechanism for a fuel consisting of 60% n-decane, 28% iso-octane, and 12% toluol comprises 151 species and 820 reactions. For a design pres-
sure of 10 bar, this mechanism was reduced to 72 species and 150 reactions. This still is a large mechanism but it enabled the simulation of the PAZI-2 combustor.

For the soot oxidation experiment a soot generator was needed. Based on the DLR-SOOT Generator (Patent DE 102 43 307 B4) a new generator with higher soot mass output for the controlled production of “nano soot particles” was developed, resulting in a German Patent Application DE 10 2005 010 766 A1. The soot generator can be used as a stable soot source for experiments where higher soot masses are needed.

New HGF Junior Research Group AEROTROP focussing on aircraft-induced O₃-changes

The radiative forcing from aviation caused by CO₂ and NOₓ-induced ozone changes are, based on model results, of similar magnitude. Still experimental validation of the aircraft NOₓ-induced ozone changes are missing. There is little understanding of the interactions between gaseous aircraft NOₓ emissions and atmospheric particles, although cirrus abundance maximizes at aircraft cruise altitudes near the extratropical tropopause. Heterogeneous chemical processes are hardly considered in present estimates of aviation-induced climate change.

It is the aim of AEROTROP to investigate the impact of aircraft NOₓ emissions on the ozone chemistry of the tropopause region including particle processes in a holistic approach using aircraft measurements, satellite data and global modelling. The partitioning of reactive nitrogen species will be measured directly from aircraft in clear sky and cloudy conditions, and by chasing other aircraft. The data will serve as input for process studies to judge the relative importance of individual processes. Global model studies with ECHAM5 using coupled chemistry and aerosol-cirrus modules will help constrain or reduce uncertainties in aircraft NOₓ-induced ozone changes in climate projections.

New statistical cloud scheme for ECHAM5

New ECHAM4 model developments (to be transferred to ECHAM5 in the near future) included parameterizations for homogeneous freezing and heterogeneous ice nucleation in cirrus clouds allowing for explicit (grid-scale) ice supersaturation, and contrail cirrus. The climate effect of the former cannot be conclusively determined since the cirrus coverage is not consistent with the supersaturation. The latter could not yet be based on the new microphysical parameterizations because of this inconsistency between supersaturation and cloud coverage.

To make progress and eventually obtain a unified global model system as far as cloud and radiation modules are concerned, enabling a physically-based simultaneous treatment of contrail and soot effects, we have begun to build up scientific expertise in the area of statistical cloud modeling. It is planned to formulate and introduce a novel cloud coverage formulation in ECHAM5 that will be consistent with explicit supersaturation and would therefore allow for the estimation of the climate impact of the indirect aerosol effect on cirrus. To simulate non-equilibrium conditions this cloud coverage needs to be prognostic. It is further planned to use the cloud scheme as implemented in the ECMWF integrated forecast system and to modify this prognostic scheme for cirrus. Only in such a model environment can cirrus and contrail cirrus be treated consistently.
New fast assessment tool to evaluate aviation climate impact

Aviation-induced climate change is a challenge to society. To cope with this challenge, assessment tools are needed that are suitable to evaluate new technology options with respect to their potential climate impact. Such a tool (AirClim) has been developed at IPA within the EU-Integrated Project HISAC focusing on supersonic transport.

AirClim estimates the temporal development of the climate impact caused by aircraft emissions by means of linearization of processes (transport, chemistry, radiation) occurring from the emission to changes in the globally mean near surface temperature. AirClim was designed for aircraft technology applications and takes into account changes in CO₂, H₂O, CH₄ and O₃ (the latter two resulting from NOₓ emissions) as well as line-shaped contrails. Basic inputs are pre-calculated atmospheric data using a detailed state-of-the-art climate-chemistry-model and aircraft-emission data sets. AirClim will be modified to deal with subsonic fleets.
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